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Abstract. The paper formulates HEQ, an institution for hybrid equa-
tional logic to provide a uniform setting to express and reasoning about
dierent sorts of properties of complex software. It is also shown how,
through the denition of a suitable comorphism to FOL, this can be
integrated in Hets, providing suitable tool support for teaching and re-
search. The whole exercise was motivated by the need to unify, in a single
undergraduate course in a Computer Science curriculum, the specica-
tion of data and behavioural constraints of recongurable systems.
1 The problem
Fundamental infrastructures of modern societies, including those related to -
nancial, health, education, energy and water supply, are critically based on in-
formation systems, which are assumed to be trustworthy. Moreover, our way
of living depends on software whose reliability is crucial for our own work, se-
curity, privacy, and quality of life. This explains why the quest for programs
whose correctness could be established by mathematical reasoning, which has
been around for a long time as a research agenda, has recently emerged as a
key concern for industry, who is becoming aware of the essential role played by
proofs and the associated relevance given to formal logic. At present, at least in
what concerns safety-critical systems, proofs pay the rent : they are no more an
academic activity or an exotic detail, but simply part of the business.
But software is large and complex, deals with a multitude of dierent con-
cerns, has to meet requirements formulated (and veried) at dierent abstraction
levels. A basic distinction is drawn between behavioural and data aspects. The
former relates to mechanisms (e.g., processes) which control manipulation of
data. While processes are dynamic and active, data is static and passive. Typ-
ically, the emergent behaviour of a software system is determined by the con-
current execution of several processes which exchange data in order to inuence
each other's behaviour.
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Mathematically, this symmetry between data and behavioural structures can
be traced down to the duality between initial algebras and nal coalgebras,
which provide their abstract descriptions [14]. From an educational point of
view, although disguised in a number of dierent designations, both approaches
are part of a typical Computer Science undergraduate curricula: abstract be-
havioural structures are usually studied in a Process Algebra course (often on
top of a previous course on languages and automata); abstract data structures
are covered in algebraic specication courses. The latter are typically concerned
with the concept of abstract data type, entailing a family of methods [6,15] which
constitutes a large and mature body of knowledge and active research in the
triple dimension of foundations, methodologies and applications.
These two approaches are usually kept separated in the curriculum. Even if
a number of attempts to integrate data and behaviour specications do exist, as
in Lotos [9] or mCRL2 [8], they are often introduced as inhabitants of dierent
galaxies, dealing with orthogonal problems through essentially dierent methods.
But such a lack of integration inside the curriculum is not the only problem.
Actually, most approaches to software modeling, based either on an algebraic or
coalgebraic perspective, are 'static' in the sense that the specication xes the
component semantics once and for all. In most cases, however, and most typically
in service-oriented applications, what a software component may oer at each
stage may depend on its own evolution and history. That is to say, software
components are often evolving structures which may change from on mode of
operation to another, entailing corresponding updates in what counts, at each
mode or stage, as a valid description of their behaviour.
Can a rigorous discipline of software development, able not only to combine
data and behavioural issues, but also to deal appropriately with systems evolu-
tion and reconguration, be devised for teaching at undergraduate level? Such
is the problem addressed in this paper. It comes from a concrete context: the
reorganization of undergraduate degrees in Computer Science motivated by the
implementation of the Bologna Agreement in Portugal. This entailed the split of
traditional 5-years courses in Bachelor (3 years) and Master (2 years) degrees.
The latter are usually vertical in specic domains of Computer Science. Bache-
lor degrees, on the other hand, entailed the need for integrating courses in core
curricular areas (such as software specication and design) which requires the
introduction of methodologies with a common background and reasonable tool
support for increased experimental work.
A suitable answer to this challenge has to proceed at two levels: that of
general enough semantical structures, on the one hand, and of expressive logics
to capture properties of such structures, on the other. The approach proposed
in this paper characterizes an institution [7,4] for hybrid equational logic, which
enriches a classical modal setting with the ability to reference (properties of)
specic points in the system space state. This entails a powerful specication
logic endowed with a suitable class of models, implicitly capturing algebraic
and coalgebraic properties, and a satisfaction relation. Such an institutional
rendering, which is new to the best of our knowledge, pays o in terms of tool
support for specications, as discussed below.
2 The approach: states-as-algebras and hybrid languages
The setting. From a didactical point of view the problem students are supposed
to deal with by the end of a course in Software Specication is that of model-
ing and reasoning recongurable components. These are components which may
evolve in time through a number of dierent stages or modes of operation, to
which correspond dierent congurations of the services made available through
its interface. Each conguration is specied axiomatically as an algebraic the-
ory ; its model being a concrete algebra satisfying such a theory. The component
evolution, on the other hand, is modeled by a transition system: a conguration
changes in response to a particular event in the system. Both aspects are taken
into account in the denition of a hybrid model in the following section.
The envisaged logic to express requirements on such structures, on the other
hand, has to deal with global and local properties. The former are essentially
modal, to capture the component evolution through dierent congurations. The
latter should be able to refer to specic states in the system and characterizing
the semantics of operations at each stage.
Modal logic is not enough as it does not allow explicit references to specic
states. Hybrid logic [1], however, overcomes this limitation by introducing sym-
bols, called nominals to reference states, i.e., in our case, to identify component's
congurations. This is achieved through a family of connectives @i, indexed by
nominals i: intuitively @i p states the validity of p at the state identied by
nominal i. The syntax of the equational hybrid logic, discussed in the following
section, is given by
WFF := i j t = t0 j :'j[]' j@i' j' ^  j' _  j'!  
where  ranges over modal operators. The logic can be seen as a fragment of
hybrid rst-order logic obtained by taking equations as extra atoms instead of
all rst-order formulas (cf. [2]). Note that the usual propositional variables are
implicitly considered as special equations.
A specication example. A small, elementary example may help to illustrate the
kind of specications we want to be able to deal with. Consider a calculator with
two states, say the +-state and the -state, on which an operation denoted by
the ? symbol stands, respectively, for sum or multiplication of natural numbers.
Additionally, the calculator exhibits another operation, shift, that leads from
one conguration to the other.
This calculator may be viewed as a transition system that alternates between
+ and -states by the application of shift. Each of its states is associated to a
-algebra, where  is the one-sorted signature consisting of one sort fnatg and
the following set of operation symbols f0 :! nat; suc : nat ! nat; p : nat !
nat; ? : nat nat! natg.
Considering  = fg and Nom = f;+g, to denote the + and -states, we
are able to express local properties like @+?(n; 0)  n, @+?(n; suc(0))  suc(n),
@ ? (n; 0)  0 and @ ? (n; suc(0))  n. Modal or transition properties, on the
other hand, resort to . For example, +$  and ?(n; 0)  n! ? (n; 0)  0.
Going 'institutional'. Dealing with this sort of specications entails the need
for a uniform specication framework in which both equational properties of
data types, modal properties of transitions and local properties of states can be
expressed and veried. The canonical way to do it is through the notion of an
institution [7,4], as an abstract representation of a logical system, encompassing
syntax, semantics and satisfaction. Let us recall here the formal denition: An
institution
 
SignI ;SenI ;ModI ; (j=I)2jSignI j

consists of
{ a category SignI whose objects are called signatures.
{ a functor SenI : SignI ! Set giving for each signature a set whose elements
are called sentences over that signature.
{ a functor ModI : (SenI)op ! CAT, giving for each signature  a cate-
gory whose objects are -models, and whose arrows the corresponding -
morphisms, and
{ a satisfaction relation j=I jModI()j  SenI for each  2 jSenI j.
such that for each morphism ' :  ! 0 2 SignI , the satisfaction condition
M 0 j=I0 SenI(')() i ModI(')(M 0) j=I  (1)
holds for each M 0 2 jModI(0)j and  2 SenI(). A well-known example,
upon which HEQ will be built in the sequel, is EQ =  SignEQ;SenEQ;ModEQ;
(j=EQ )2jSignEQj

, the institution of equational logic.
Institutions provide a suitable setting to do abstract specication theory [16],
structuring any kind of specications through combinators which are institution-
independent, i.e. not tied to a specic logic system. In Casl [12], for example,
such combinators allow the construction of basic specications, by dening a
signature and a set of sentences, the union of specications, and the derivation
and translation of specications along signature morphisms. The use of this set
of (abstract) combinators, allows to approach, in a uniform way and trough the
same theory, systems expressed in completely dierent logics. Naturally, what
can be inferred or veried for a particular specication depends on the institution
in which it is formulated.
A step further towards a uniform, institution-independent setting, provides
heterogeneous, multi-institution specications. One takes unstructured speci-
cation on specic institutions as basic units, that are structured and combined
via adequate logical translations. These maps plays, therefore, a central role,
being treated as rst-class citizens in, e.g., [11]. Such maps lift specications ex-
pressed within dierent institutions to a common level. Thus any tools, namely
proof assistants, available for the target institution, can be borrowed to the
source one. Heterogenous specications are currently supported by Hets [13]
and CafeObj [5]. The former integrates parsers, static analysers and provers for
individual logics, and manages heterogeneous proofs resorting to the so-called
graphs of logics, i.e., graphs whose nodes are institutions and, whose edges, are
adequate translations between them, known as institution comorphisms. For-
mally, a comorphism between institutions 










; (j=I0 )2jSignI0 j

consists of a triple (;; ) where
{  : SignI ! SignI0 is a functor
{  : SenI ) SenI0   is a natural transformation,
{  : ModI
0  op ) ModI is a natural transformation such that
for any  2 jSignI j,  2 SenI and M 0 2 ModI0(()),
M 0 j=I0() () i (M 0) j=I : (2)
A paradigmatic example is the comorphism between FOL, the institution of
rst-order logic, and EQ obtained by the encoding rst-order relations as boolean
functions [4]. We are now in conditions to formally dene the specication lan-
guage intuitively suggested on Section 1, and show that it denes an institution,
the hybrid equational logic institution, HEQ.
3 An institution for hybrid equational specications
The institution HEQ is dened as
HEQ = (SignHEQ;SenHEQ;ModHEQ; (j=HEQ )2jSignHEQj

(3)
Its category of signatures, SignHEQ, takes as objects triples hF;Nom; i, where
F is a signature of EQ and ;Nom are disjoint sets of modalities and nominals.
Morphisms are triples ' = ('Sig; 'Nom; 'MS) with 'Sig a morphism in EQ be-
tween F and F 0 and 'Nom : Nom! Nom0 and 'MS : ! 0 are functions. The
sentences functor SenHEQ, maps a signature  = hF;Nom; i on the smaller
set which contains the F -equations and nominals in Nom and it is closed for
the boolean connectives f:;_;^;!g and the satisfaction operator @i; i 2 Nom.
Formally,
{ SenEQ(F )  SenHEQ();
{ Nom  SenHEQ();
{ for any ; 0 2 SenHEQ(), :;  _ 0;  ^ 0; ! 0 2 SenHEQ()
{ @i 2 SenHEQ() for any  2 SenHEQ() and i 2 Nom;
{ [] 2 SenHEQ(), for any  2 ;  2 SenHEQ().
A signature morphism hF;Nom; i ' // hF 0;Nom0; 0i induces a sentence trans-
lation SenEQ(hF;Nom; i)Sen
EQ(')// SenEQ(hF 0;Nom0; 0i) recursively dened by
{ SenHEQ(')() = SenI('Sig)() for any  2 SenEQ(F );
{ SenHEQ(')(i) = 'Nom(i);
{ SenHEQ(')(:) = :SenHEQ(')();
{ SenHEQ(')( 0) = SenHEQ(')() SenHEQ(')(0),  2 f_;^;!g;
{ SenHEQ(')(@i) = @'Nom(i)Sen
HEQ();
{ SenHEQ(')([]) = ['MS()]SenHEQ();
For each hF 0;Nom0; 0i 2 jSignHEQj, the category of models ModHEQ(F 0;Nom0; 0)
has the following structures as objects:
A = hS; state : Nom! S; (R  S2)2; (As)s2Si; (4)
where S is a set of states; state : Nom ! S is a function that assigns nominals
to states; for each  2 , R  S2 is a binary relation, called a modality, and
(As)s2S is a S-family of F -algebras over the same carrier. A morphism between
models hS; state : Nom ! S; (R  S2)2; (As)s2Si and hS0; state0 : Nom !
S0; (R0  S02)2; (A0s)s2S0i consists of a pair hhSt;hModi, where and hMod is
an S-family
 
hMods : As ! A0hSt(s)

s2S of algebras morphisms and hSt : S ! S0
is a function such for any s; s0 2 S and for any  2 , (s; s0) 2 R implies that
(hSt(s);hSt(s
0)) 2 R0, and for any n 2 Nom, state0(n) = hSt(state(n)).
The reduct of a0-modelA0 = hS0; state0 : Nom0 ! S0; (R0  S2)20 ; (A0s)s2Si;
along ' : ! 0, denoted by ModHEQ(')(A0), consists of the-model hS; state :
Nom ! S; (R  S2)2; (As)s2Si where S = S0, state(n) = state0('Nom(n))
for any n 2 Nom, R = R0'MS() for any  2  and As = Mod
I('Sig)(A0s) for
any s 2 S.
Finally, we have a jSignEQj-family of relations j= ModEQ()SenEQ(),
recursively dened, for eachA = hS; state : Nom! S; (R  S2)2; (As)s2Si;2
ModEQ(), and for any s 2 S, ; 0 2 SenEQ(), e 2 SenEQ(F ) and i; j 2 Nom
as follows:
{ A j=s e i, As j=EQ e; A j=s i i, Nom(s) = i;
{ A j=s @j i A j=state(j) ;
{ A j=s [] i, A j=w  for any (s; w) 2 R;
with the obvious denition for _, ^ and !. The following theorem, which is
proved by induction on the structure of sentences (the interested reader is re-
ferred to [10] for proofs), completes the presentation of HEQ.
Theorem 1. Let  = (F;Nom; ) and 0 = (F 0;Nom0; 0) two hybrid sig-
natures and ' :  ! 0 an hybrid signature morphism. Then, for any  2
SenHEQ() and for any A0 = hS; state : Nom ! S; (R  S2)2; (As)s2Si 2
jModHEQ(0)j, ModHEQ(')(A0) j=s  i A0 j=s SenHEQ(')(), for all s 2 S.
As announced, it is possible to establish translations between hybrid logic and
the classic rst order logic. A standard procedure [3] translates hybrid formulas
to the rst-order logic by transforming functions and relations local to each
state to global functions and relations parametrized by states. On the present
section, we enlighten this phenomena, dening a comorphism between HEQ
and FOL. This result is fundamental for our approach as it brings to scene
all reasoning power of rst order logic. Moreover, it provides the key for the
integration of HEQ on the Hets framework. We sketch in the sequel its basic
structure. The relevant comorphism is dened as (;; ) : HEQ ! FOL where,
functor  : SignHEQ  ! SignFOL, mapping (F;;Nom) to (fW;Ug; F; R), is
dened by F = fxi :! W ji 2 Nomg [ f f : W  Un ! U jf 2 Fng and
R = R. The natural transformation  : 
op ModFOL ) ModHEQ maps each
(M;M F ;M R) 2 Mod
 
(fW;Ug; F; R) on




where S = MW , state(i) = x
M
i , i 2 Nom, R = RM and Ms = hMU ; FMsi,
where for any f 2 Fn and each ui 2 U , i  n, fMs(u1; : : : ; un) = fM (s; u1; : : : ; un).
The natural transformation  : SenHEQ ) SenFOL   is dened for each
(F;Nom; )-sentence by () = (8x)x(),
x(8X t  t0) = 8X Tx(t)  Tx(t0)
x(i) = xi  x, i 2 Nom
x(@i) = x()[xi=x], i 2 Nom
x([]) = (8y)[(x; y) 2 R ! y()],  2 
x(:) = :x()
x( 0) = x() x(0),  2 f_;^;!g
where for each f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 TF , Tx(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = f(x; Tx(t1); : : : ; Tx(tn)).
We may, nally, state the basic result:
Theorem 2. Let  2 jSignHEQj,  2 SenHEQ and M 0 2 ModFOL(()).
Then, for  and  dened as above we have that,
(M
0) j=HEQ  i M 0 j=FOL() (): (5)
Back to our running example, we encode an HEQ-specication in FOL
by mapping  = h; fg; f+;gi to signature () with the set of sorts
fnat; statesg and the set of operations f0 : states ! nat; suc : states  nat !
nat; p : statesnat! nat; c+ :! states; c :! statesg. In order to understand
how the translation  works, we present three examples:

 
p(suc(n))  n = 8s : states (s[p(suc(n)  n))
= 8s : states p(s; suc(s; n))  n
([shift]+$ ) = 8s : states [s([shift]+$ )]
= 8s : states [s([shift]+)$ s()]
= 8s : states [8v : states ((s; v) 2 Rshift ! c+  v)$ c  s]
(@ ? (n; 0)  0) = ?(c; n; 0(c))  0(c)
4 Concluding
The paper suggested an approach to dene and reason about complex speci-
cations resorting to a hybrid logic with equations which was formalized as an
institution. Moreover it presented a comorphism to FOL which caters for its
encoding in Hets, as well as in theorem provers based in rst order languages.
The impact of such a smooth, uniform setting, with suitable tool support,
in teaching software specication at undergraduate level, seems promising, al-
though it is still to early to assess. It can be said, however, that it completely
meets our initial aims: integrating in a single course on Software Specication
the ability to state and reason, in a single formal framework, about functional
and behavioural, global and local properties of complex software, with suitable
tool support.
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